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MULTIPLE CHOICE.  Choose the one alternative that best completes the statement or answers the question.

1) The following scatterplot shows monthly sales figures (in units) and number of months of
experience on the job for a sample of 19 salespeople. Describe the association between monthly
sales and level of experience.

A) Moderate positive linear association
B) Non-linear
C) Wear negative linear association
D) Moderate negative linear association
E) Weak positive linear association

1)

2) A manufacturer of cable wire periodically selects samples to monitor the process.  A sample of ten
wires is selected and the diameters (in cm.) are 0.493, 0.534, 0.527, 0.511, 0.565, 0.559, 0.519, 0.562,
0.551, and 0.530. The mean diameter is

A) 0.511 cm. B) 0.455 cm. C) 0.499 cm. D) 0.565 cm. E) 0.535 cm.

2)

1



3) Prices per share of the 20 most actively traded stocks on the New York Stock Exchange in October,
2012.  Summary statistics for these data are shown below.  The IQR for this set of dataset is

Min Q1 Median Q3 Max Mean SD
2.0 7.5 15.5 34.5 85.0 4.67 20.9

A) 27
B) 83
C) 69.5
D) 13.5
E) None of these

3)

4) A manufacturer of cable wire periodically selects samples to monitor the process.  A sample of ten
wires is selected and the diameters (in cm.) are 0.493, 0.534, 0.527, 0.511, 0.565, 0.559, 0.519, 0.562,
0.551, and 0.530. The standard deviation is

A) 0.455 cm B) 0.099 cm. C) 0.005 cm. D) 0.024 cm. E) 0.045 cm.

4)

5) Suppose a sample of 60 business majors revealed that the average time spent studying per week is
22 hours with a standard deviation of 4 hours.  For one student reporting that he studies 16 hours
per week, the corresponding z score is

A) 1.5 B) -2.2 C) -1.5 D) 2.2 E) -3.0

5)

6) The following scatterplot shows monthly sales figures (in units) and number of months of
experience on the job for a sample of 19 salespeople. Estimate the correlation.

A) 0.0 B) -0.7 C) -0.3 D) +0.3 E) +0.7

6)

2



7) A consumer research group investigating the relationship between the price of meat (per pound)
and the fat content (grams) gathered data that produced the following scatterplot. Which
description of the association between fat content and price is more accurate?

I. If the point ($2.00 per pound, 6 grams of fat) is removed, the correlation will be higher.
II. If the point ($2.00 per pound, 6 grams of fat) is removed, the correlation will be lower.
III. Increased fat content generally results in decreased price/lb.

A) III only
B) Both II and III
C) Both I and III
D) I only
E) II only

7)

8) A correlation of zero between two quantitative variables means that
A) Re-expressing the data will guarantee a linear association between the two variables.
B) None of these.
C) There is no linear association between the two variables.
D) There is no association between the two variables.
E) We have done something wrong in our calculation of r.

8)

3



9) Boxplots of earnings per share (EPS) data for a sample of retail company stocks and a sample of
energy company stocks are shown below.  Which of the following statements is true about the
distributions of EPS for retail and energy stocks?

A) The distribution of EPS for energy stocks is symmetric.
B) The distribution of EPS for energy stocks is skewed to the left.
C) The distribution of EPS for retail stocks is skewed to the right.
D) The distribution of EPS for retail stocks is skewed to the left.
E) Both distributions of EPS are symmetric.

9)

10) A regression analysis of company profits and the amount of money the company spent on
advertising produced a R2 = 0.72. Which of these is true?

I. This model can correctly predict the pro t for 72% of companies.
II. 72% of the variance in company pro t can be accounted for by the model.
III. On average, companies spend about 72% of their pro ts on advertising.

A) None B) I only C) I and III D) II only E) III only

10)

4


